Press release: February 2018

Announcing SEHTA as a Media Partner at 2018 The Digital Healthcare Show
SEHTA is proud to announce that we are now Media Partners for The Digital Healthcare
Show taking place on 27 – 28 June 2018 at ExCeL, London.
Dr David Parry, CEO at SEHTA will be speaking at the event on the panel ‘Deployment of
new technology within the NHS’.
The Digital Healthcare Show sits at the heart of Health+Care, the largest integrated
healthcare event in the UK. In June 2017 we welcomed 5901 healthcare professionals
who came together under one roof to find practical solutions to put their transformation
plans into action and drive digitally enabled care.
Digital Healthcare joins the dots between innovation and practicality, presenting the
latest healthcare technologies and showcasing their practical application and
integration into existing healthcare infrastructure.
•

Share innovation and take away practical solutions to implement in your digital
strategy and put your digital transformation plans into action

•

Hear from over 400 speakers who will be delivering the latest updates in digital
healthcare, our world class conference programme is created for healthcare
professionals, by healthcare professionals

•

Enjoy unparalleled networking opportunities with sector leaders, peers,
colleagues and old friends

•

Witness the latest technology and solutions from over 470 world-class suppliers

The event offers shared learning opportunities for the full healthcare decision making
team. Sessions will address the key challenges you face on a daily basis and will provide
solutions to help change and develop your technology plans.
Visit us at digitalhealthcareshow.com and join us 27-28 June 2018 at ExCeL London to
witness the latest innovations for you and your team to take away tangible solutions and
implement them into your digital strategy.

# ends #

Notes for editors
South East Health Technologies Alliance

South East Health Technologies Alliance (SEHTA) is one of the largest health technology
networking consultancy’s in the country. Since its inception, we have grown to over
1300 members from 20 different countries. We provide significant support to companies,
universities and public and private health providers through publicly-funded resources
and programmes and private consultancy services. SEHTA has built excellent
relationships with Academia, Business and Care/Clinicians and it sees itself in a unique
position as the interface between them, with a particular expertise in digital health.
For further information please click here
For all media enquires please contact
Clare Ansett, Head of Marketing
clare.ansett@sehta.co.uk

Digital Healthcare Show
CloserStill Media specialises in high-value, content-driven events and the nurturing of
B2B or professional communities. The company operates chiefly in the healthcare and
technology markets with events in London, Birmingham, Paris, Frankfurt, Hong Kong and
Singapore. Our portfolio includes some of the fastest growing, and often award winning,
events including the London Vet Show, Cloud Expo Europe, The Pharmacy Show, The
Clinical Pharmacy Congess, Learning Technologies and The Dentistry Show.
For media information, please contact:
Ella Seymour, Lead Marketer of The Digital Healthcare Show
0207 348 5756
e.seymour@closerstillmedia.com

